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Architectural Survey File 

This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reverse-

chronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National 

Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation 

such as photographs and maps. 

Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site 

architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at 

the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft 

versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a 

thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research 

project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment. 

All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust. 
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BA-2527 
Scruggs House 
5125 South Rolling Road, Halethorpe (Relay vicinity) 

SCRUGGS HOUSE - After 1867 - 5125 South Rolling Road, 
Relay. Located at the southeast corner of New Rolling Road 
(Md. 166) and South Rolling Road, the original route to the 
landing. The J. P. Richardson house of the 1877 atlas, the 
L. Haines house in 1898 atlas, Mansard roofed and sided 
with brown wood shingles. Large square cupola. A plaque 
on the street facade gives date of 1857. However, no house 
is shown in the 1867 plat of "St. Dennis Extended." This 
tract was called "Braehead" in Volume II of the Hopkins 
1877 atlas. Old deeds call the front street "Rolling Mill 
Road." One double frame house with a back building, 
located on Lots 121 and 122 was advertised in the Md. 
Journal, March 20, 1897. Owner: Robert L. Scruggs and 
wife. 
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